
Hopper Family Standards Stud Service Contract 

The fee for this service is ____________________ which is to be paid at the time of breeding. 

Conditions Stud Owner Agrees To: 

1. Take normal adequate care of the dam if in the care of Hopper Family Standards during the mating 

session.  

2. Have the stud dog in good physical condition and UTD on vaccines. 

3. Provide copies of the sires AKC paperwork, genetic testing, and all certifications. 

4. Provide a return stud service of the same dog to the same dam if no pregnancy results from the mating at 

no charge to the dam owner. The dam owner must transport the dog to Hopper Family Standards for the 

service. The dam owner must notify Hopper Family Standards of the failure of conception with a written 

statement from the dams vet.  

Conditions Dam Owner Agrees To: 

1. Pay the agreed stud service fee before the mating of the dam and sire. 

2. Deliver dam in good health, UTD on vaccines, and around day 8-11 of the heat cycle. 

3. Provide Hopper Family Standards with a copy of an UTD brucellosis test. If no test has been preformed 

Hopper Family Standards can preform this test for $20.00. 

4. Notify the sire owner within 70 days of the mating if no pregnancy resulted from the mating. 

5. Keep the dam properly confined following the breeding to ensure no other dog could mate her. 

6. Proper transportation of the dam to Hopper Family Standards.  

7. Pay an additional fee of $20 per night if the dam is left with Hopper Family Standards for more than 2 

nights.  

Other Conditions: 

• One puppy born dead or alive constitutes a litter.  

• The dam owner is voluntarily leaving their dog with Hopper Family Standards. Hopper Family standards is 

not responsible for any sickness, death, injury, or accident that may occur to the dam.  

 

_________________________________                                                 ______________________________ 

Dam Owner                                                                                                    Hopper Family Standards  

_________________________________                                                 ______________________________ 

Date                                                                                                                  Date  

Dam Information 

Dam Name:____________________________ Dam AKC Number:_____________________________ 

Owner Name:__________________________ Owner Phone Number:_________________________ 

Owner Address:_____________________________________________________________________ 

OFA Hip Certification: yes/no       OFA Elbow Certification: yes/no   Genetic Testing: yes/no 



 

 

 

 

 


